
CHAIRMEN’S  MESSAGE  

The Front Bumper 

I am happy to say that summer is in full swing and good driving weather is here, so 
get your cars out and get out and enjoy them, before winter sets in and the rain 
starts. 
Past Events 
NW Chapter Judging Meet on June 16th at Dan & Lisa Johnson’s garage. We 
judged (2) 1966 roadsters. The weather was perfect and good time was had by all. 
Thanks to the judges & tabulators. Special thanks to Mike & Sharyl Ingham for 
attending our event.  
   
Upcoming Events 
September 8, 2018  / 2018 NW Chapter Terminator Party in Post Falls, Idaho. 
Gary & Kayla Main are hosting this year. We only have (17) planning on attending 
this event so far. We are scheduled to visit a local car collector/restorer and view is 
collection of restored & original un-restored cars. Note: Post Falls is only 5 ½ hours 
from Seattle area. 
 
September 29, 2018  / NW Chapter Judging School & tech session in Wilsonville, 
Oregon. (registration is on-line and notice has been sent out vial mass email) Led 
by Stewart Lowe, we will be viewing a 1966 Roadster that is undergoing a full 
body off restoration at Dean Sprecher’s garage. The chassis is separated from body 
and has special J56 brakes, so we will be able to get a better look since body is still 
off.  Contact Stewart with any questions. 
 
December ??, 2018 / NW Chapter Holiday Brunch (more information to follow) 
 
August 20-24, 2020 / NW Chapter will be hosting the Regional Judging Meet at 
the Eagle Crest Resort in Redmond, Oregon. Those of you that were unable to at-
tend our 2017 Regional there…you have a second chance. (More information will 
be provided when plans get firmed up). See the events schedule for more activities 
(it is always being updated on our chapter website). www.nwncrs.org 
 
2019 Officer Elections    
Per our by-laws, we need to open up elections for all officers. If you are interested 
in any of the offices, please contact Dave McLeod (our chapter secretary). If you 
have any questions of the duties / requirements, then please contact me to discuss 
and I can provide information.     
 
Misc. 
 If you have questions or concerns regarding NCRS National Issue...please contact 
our Regional Director,  Bob Johansen. Bob is your contact to the National Board 
and he can address your questions. Bob’s email address is rjohansen@comcast.net 
 
Thanks, Dan Johnson / Chapter Chairman  
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Like many of you I remember exactly where I was on September 11th, 2001 at 8:46 
AM… I was living in Maryland and typically flew every Tuesday, but didn’t that 
day. I don’t remember why I wasn’t in the air, but remember the call I received 
from Gig Harbor asking if all my employees were safe… It quickly became appar-
ent to Matt I had no idea of what was occurring and Matt said turn on the TV in 
your office. I suspect, like most of you, I watched in horror as the second plane hit 
the towers and as the Twin Towers collapsed shortly there after. At the time I was 
responsible for business operations for roughly 400 stores east of the Mississippi 
with thousands of employees in the affected areas.  Luckily all were safe and only 
minor inconveniences were suffered as the major roadways, beltways, bridges and 
tunnels were shut down as vehicles' were inspected for terrorists and explosives.   

Just a couple months earlier on July 4th, 2001 my family visited the Statue of Lib-
erty, Time Square, Wall Street, United Nations and starred up from the ground at 
the Twin Towers that pierced the sky in route to a vacation in Upstate New York.  
I doubt any of my four kids cared much about most of the trip, or remember much 
of it, or understood why I was crying as Dale Jr. won Daytona later that week, but 
a couple months later the world would never be the same.  

In the weeks and months following a handful of Corvette enthusiasts' started a 
movement on Corvette Forum and soon roughly 3000 Corvette owners drove their 
Corvettes across portions of America carrying American flags bound as gifts for the 
Pentagon and New York City.  
 
The object of the tour was to raise money to be used for replacing equipment that 
was lost on September 11, 2001 in NYC and to present the City with American 
Flags that were donated by People, Cities, and Towns from all across America.  
 
The Tour began on June 20, 2002 in Blaine, Washington at the Canadian Border. 
The routes took us through small towns and big cities all across America. The con-
verging points were in Oklahoma City, OK, Bowling Green, KY, and the Pentagon 
in Washington D.C. The northern route also paid it’s respects at the crash site in 
Shanksville, PA.   

Gathered along the way were seven flags that had flown over the Capitol building 
in Washington DC and certified by the United States Congress for the Stars & 
Stripes across America event. There was a flag from Texas, certified by the Texas 
State legislator. There were flags from Canada, the Netherlands, and Great Britain 
that were mailed to us. 
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September 11th, 2001 Submitted by :John Hopkins 

On the morning of July 3, 2002 
we met at the Pentagon and pre-
sented a flag to the assembled 
dignitaries. The Pentagon’s Mili-
tary then gave us This Flag to 
bring with our others, to be given 
to the People of New York City 
as a show of their support.   



 

 

 

 

 
The afternoon of July 3, 2002 the caravan of Corvettes 
arrived in Staten Island NY to be welcomed at a large 
party hosted by The Richmond County Corvette Club.  

On July 4, 2002 the last leg of the journey started, lead 
by Richmond County Corvette Club and the organizers 
from other parts of the country. The drive ended in 
Manhattan at "Ground Zero" where the World Trade 
Center once stood. 

 
We presented all of the flags and other items such as the 
hundreds of Police and Fire Department Patches that 
were given to the Tour participants and included in the 
presentation to New York City. We also collected mon-
etary donations that we gave to the NYPD K9 Units 
and the FDNY Hazmat Fund in New York City.  
 
 
At the July 4th presentation, we agreed to take the Pen-
tagon Flag back on temporary loan and to display it at 
the National Corvette Museum in Bowling Green, KY. 
The Museum prominently displayed this Flag along 
with pictures and a map of the Stars & Stripes Tour.  

Labor Day weekend 2002, the flag pictured was pre-
sented to the Corvette Museum in Bowling Green. The 
flag is on loan from NYC to the museum for one year. 
The inscriptions on the flag box read.... 
 
This flag was flown over the Pentagon and delivered to 
the Stars and Stripes Corvettes Across America Delega-
tion on July 3rd, 2002 for presentation to the Mayor 
and Citizens of New York City on July 4th, 2002. 
 
This flag is presented on behalf of the Uniformed Ser-
vice Members, Government Civilians, and Contract 
Employees of the Pentagon as a symbol of the unity in 
memory of the victims of the attacks of September, 11, 
2001.   



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Corvette’s lined the streets and a handful of us were selected to park at 
the Mayor’s residence and given a tour by the Deputy Mayor.  



 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

Traffic as many of you may know 
heading into New York is brutal 
and so is the summer heat and hu-
midity….This photo was taken on 
the way to Staten Island for the 
reception on July 3rd, 2002. 
 
 
 
The image below is of the founda-
tion of one of the towers and the 
netting on the face of the building 
was to protect people from falling 
debris from nearby buildings that 
suffered damage during the attacks.  



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 
It’s been a nice summer and I hope everyone has had some time to drive your Corvettes. Several of us attended 
the Regional meet in Scottsdale in May and also  the National meet in Las Vegas in July. There were a lot of 
nice cars including several from the Northwest.  One of the highlights in Las Vegas was John Sayers of Graham 
being awarded a 4 star Bow Tie Award with his 72 Corvette and being featured on the cover of the most recent 
Restorer. 
 
This fall we will have a Judging School scheduled on September 29th in Wilsonville at Dean Sprechers shop, 
Corvette Specialties of Oregon.  Dean has a nice shop with lots of interesting projects so it should be good 
meet.  We will be conducting a judging school on a 66 Corvette chassis he has in progress.  Dean has recently 
built a new building behind his shop and we can check it out after the school. 
 
I am working on scheduling a second judging school later this fall in Gig Harbor, possibly on Bow Tie Judging, 
we will let everyone know as soon as we get the date set. We will schedule it around the Monroe Swap meet 
and the Frisco Regional. 
If anyone has a restoration in progress on their Corvette and would like to have a judging school on your car, 
let me know, possibly we can work something out. 
As far as Flight Judging, we will have a chapter meet in the spring of 2019 where we will judge 2 or 3 cars and 
then a Regional in 2020 in Redmond Oregon.  
 

Judging Chairmen’s Update Submitted by :Stewart Lowe 

Its hard to be-
lieve its been  17 
years since the 
attack. In a mo-
ment lives were 
changed forever, 
every day Amer-
icans became 
heroes to stop 
further attacks. 
Republicans & 
Democrats  put 
aside political 
differences' and 
put America 
first.  
 
May God con-
tinue to bless the 
survivors, first 
responders and 
those families 
that lost every-
thing that day.  



 

On Sunday July 15th at the Road Tour Reception Michael & Pru Amos became husband and wife. 
Michael has been a longtime NCRS member and now resides in Houston Texas. While in the 
Northwest Michael and Pru were very active in the Northwest and BC Chapters. We wish them all 
the happiness they both deserve.  

This Day in History —  Courtesy Michael & Pru Amos 

I found a post on the discussion board pretty interesting. Mark Edmondson asked site users how long their restora-
tion has been in progress. Our beloved John Paul’s 58 is in the running for longest restoration. Tom Bryant Mem-
ber 1360 might want to ask John Paul when in 1971 his 58 came apart… Longest Restoration summarized:  
Tom Bryant 1959 47 years and counting but running 
Greg McCollough 1960 44 years and finished 
EJ Bauscher 1962 43 years? Unclear when finished 
Richard Geier 1963 38 years and counting 
Mark Swanson 1956 34 years and counting 
Rod Runyon 1964 34 years and counting 
Michael Funk ? 30 years; finished? 

Longest Restorations…. The John Paul Nelson  III Award…. 



 

GM Work Stoppages Courtesy Dave Houlihan  
Midway USA Chapter  
Judging Chairmen 



 SURPRISE - SURPRISE  Submitted By :David McLeod 

What lengths we go to avoid Surprises and the “Windshield project”. 
 
For those who have been through the Performance Verification process, also referred to 
as a PV, know that it requires considerable preparation. Lots of time is spent making 
sure everything works.   
 
As the PV test approaches on the calendar you do all you can to avoid any surprises. 
No surprises are a good thing.  Check and re-check so you have no surprises.  I think 
you get my point.   
 
I was lucky to have help all along the way; Initially from Wayne Loren and Mike Doty 
and later from Wayne Loren and Bob Johansen and Dan Johnson.  Wayne and Bob did 
a mock PV for my 1960 Corvette. That process revealed a number of little things that I 
needed to correct. A mock PV is helpful and really vital to avoid that “no surprise” 
thing.   
 
Several days before the car was to be trailered to the NCRS meet for the PV I noticed a 
significant problem with my windshield fit.  At first I thought (hoped) it was an easy fix.  
I even reasoned that there was no problem and it will look different in the daylight.  The 
problem is my imagination. Heck, it looks just fine. 
 
The next morning I looked at the problem again.  It was still there. The rubber was re-
ceding into the stainless trim exposing the glass edge.  “No one will notice” I said out 
loud.  But my gut kept churning and finally won out.  I have to do something. I came to 
the realization that I was going to experience that “SURPRISE” thing in a big way.   
 
Well I had a few days to solve this but I had never done a windshield project. Do I have 
the parts? Maybe.  Do I have the time? Maybe. Do I have the knowledge? No. It’s too 
close to the Regional to ask for help.  It’s time to dig in and start reading and research-
ing.   
 
I found an article on the corvette forums from a google search.  It is easy to find if you 
search “1956 to 1962 Corvette Windshield Frame Glass Remov-
al_and_Installation_Part_2/”.  It is a well done article by a gentleman named Rich.  He 
does not list his last name.  This article became my guide. 
 
At this point there was no time to ask for help I simply had to tear into it and hope for 
the best. I took lots of photos during the disassembly in order to make sure that I was 
able to get it back together correctly.  
 
Here are some photos of the process and a few tips. As I have mentioned I have not 
tried to duplicate the reference material that is available for this process as that materi-
al is far more detailed. So here is a shorthand version of how to replace a windshield on 
a C1 Corvette.  
 



 
First make sure you have adequate table sur-
face with a nice soft blanket.  

 
SURPRISE - SURPRISE 

Remove Seats and Kick Panels…. You’ll also      
have to pull back some of the material from 
the padded dash to access hidden bolts 

There are a number of nuts that need to be re-
moved under the dash and this will require ly-
ing in some very awkward positions. Some pa-
tience is required to identify the correct nuts to 
remove. The reference materials are pretty ac-
curate at identifying the bolts. 



SURPRISE - SURPRISE 

Once all of the nuts are removed then, with very careful encouragement, you can pry the 
windshield up. If there is no give you have missed a nut or two.  I used my finger as the 
padding to be sure I was not applying too much pressure.  

It’s important to protect the paint and fiberglass surrounding the windshield.  I covered 
the front end with blankets and as I gently lifted the windshield up I continued to slide 
the blankets under the windshield. After all of the bolts cleared the fiberglass I rolled 

Then I began the process of disassem-
bling the windshield components. As I re-
moved screws and sections of stainless I 
carefully marked on the windshield where 
these components were located.  
 
The problem I was working to solve was 
easy to see. There was a rubber backing 
material missing.  This allowed the wind-
shield to move and created the gap expos-
ing the windshield edge  



 SURPRISE - SURPRISE 

After carefully marking all the key loca-
tions for the different components it was 
time to start the reassembly.  

The next step was to clearly locate and 
mark the center of the windshield and lo-
cate and mark the center of the rubber 
seal. This is necessary in order to center 
the rubber seal properly on the wind-
shield. If you are off just a little the com-
ponents will not go together properly and 
the rubber seal will be off center.  The seal 
is symmetrical but it has different shapes 
that need to match the trim and body and 
dashboard. 

 
I used liquid dish soap to help move the 
rubber components into position. Replac-
ing the steel components on the glass over 
the rubber is a delicate process and you 
may need to use some encouragement but 
be extra careful. A rubber mallet came in 
handy but it was gently used.  



 SURPRISE - SURPRISE 

 
I found it necessary to use some windshield 
rubber cement to keep the rubber from mov-
ing at certain locations and straps also 
helped. 
 
The hard part was over at this point, but I still 
needed to get the windshield on the body 
without damaging the paint.  I went to the 
hardware store and purchased some pipe in-
sulation and cut it up and taped it to the dash 
extending outward.   
 
 

 
The windshield was placed on blankets 
on the hood and rolled back into place 
over the top of the foam insulation. 



 SURPRISE - SURPRISE 

 
 
Once in place I could remove each of the individual insulation pieces and sit the wind-
shield down in its proper place. A little work to secure the nuts and replace the kick 
panels and the project was done. The car rolled into the trailer and was off to the PV in 
time. The PV went fine and there were no more surprises. Thanks again to all that 
helped me through the PV process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2018 National Convention Las Vegas 

Images of Operations Judging at the National. I for one applaud the decision to start operations judging at 5 AM. 
Operations Judging was completed before the punishing sun and heat became unbearable helping keep owners 
and the many volunteers  safe. 

 
 
John Sayers of Puyallup, WA. Had a very pro-
ductive National achieving a Four Star Bowtie 
Award and his 3,200 mile 1972 Convertible 
was recently honored with the Cover of the cur-
rent issue of the Restorer. Congratulations John 
and well deserved! 



2018 National Convention Las Vegas 

John Amgwert became the 11th recipient of the National Corvette Restores Society Lifetime Achievement 
Award.  John many accomplishments include the Driveline & Restores Magazines and NCRS initial involvement 
in the National Corvette Museum.   

 
 
 
 
Mike Doty was honored with a level 300 
Master Judge  



2018 National Convention Las Vegas 

Tammy Shirley was honored with her level 200 Master Judge Shirt and Hat and John Hopkins received his Mas-
ter Judge “Red Hat” having achieved a Mark of Excellence Award for his 1965 convertible. 

 
 
 

Dan Johnson and Michael Amos both were honored with their level 300 Master Judge Shirt, Jacket and Hat.  Below 
long time chapter member now residing in Arizona Jay Cockrum was honored with his level 200 Master Judge Hat 
and Shirt. The Alan Green Corvette who was piloted by Gig Harbor resident Gary Gove were reunited in Vegas 



One of the greatest challenges to the restoration process is an ever-dwindling supply of original 
parts and materials. In the case of parts, as demand increases people start reproducing needed 
parts. The fact that a part is a reproduction is not necessarily a reason to disqualify it. The degree to 
which it matches the original is what determines its validity. 

The same holds true in restoration paint. If the truth were told, all repaint is reproduction. None of the 
paint processes used in the refinish industry are the same as OEM. including the lacquer finishes. 
The original lacquers used by OEM were baked to reflow the lacquer, level it, and improve gloss with-
out color sanding and buffing. 

Aftermarket lacquer finishes are an air-dry system, which uses faster thinners without a baking and 
generally requires sanding and buffing. These are still only an approximation of the OEM finish. Very 
often we find lacquer finishes sanded and buffed far beyond what normally would be found in factory 
production. It is very normal to find clear coat added to the topcoats to improve the even dispersal of 
metallics. OEM metallics very often showed a great deal of striping and mottling (a collection of me-
tallic particles in areas to cause dark spots). Seldom do we see striping or mottling in restoration 
paint. After all, who wants to pay that much for something which looks that bad? 

All this is to say that what's important in my opinion is that the finish appears like the OEM finish, not 
necessarily what the actual chemical composition is. (This   is   not   just   Tom's   opinion.   See   
the  " Judging Chairman's Message" in Volume 23, #4, Spring 1997 of The Corvette Restorer. ed.) 
There are many of the currently available finishes that, with a little creativity, can be made to look eve-
ry bit as much like the OEM as the lacquer repaints. A side benefit of the currently used system is that of 
longevity. Today's finishes are much more chemical resistant , chip resistant, and longer lasting than 
even the OEM finishes. By the same token, today's lacquer finishes (where available) are only a 
shadow of their former selves. They have almost no chemical resistance, chip easily, and fade 
quickly if exposed to the elements to any degree at all. The question becomes if l am going to spend 
five to twenty thousand dollars on paint and body restoration or spend countless hundreds of hours 
doing it myself, do I want a finish that dare not see the light of day or one that may survive years and 
years of daily use with reasonable care? The answer seems obvious but may not be that simple. 
Each restorer must weigh all of the options and determine exactly what he wants; for in the end, it 
doesn't matter what others may think, the owner must ultimately be happy himself. 
 

OK, now you say, this sounds great but how do I get there from here? It's not as complicated as it 
sounds. Please bear in mind that the following recommendations are based on my experience as a 
body and paint man for well over thirty-years and a user of DuPont paint finishes for all of that time. 
Most of those years have included a great deal of work on Corvettes in the ever-evolving paint indus-
try. There are many other manufacturers with products that will do the same job. There are also oth-
er painters who may agree or disagree with my process. The important thing is to find something that 
works for you. Talk to paint suppliers, industry representatives, or painters to find out what works. Be 
creative, but try it on test panels first. You don' t want to trash hours worth of body preparation on 
experimentation. 

According to NCRS standards: 

"The factory applied paint system for all 1966 models is acrylic lacquer of good quality and even-
ly applied. The obvious use of any other coating system such as enamel, polyurethane coatings 
or the obvious application of clear lacquer shall receive a total deduction on originality points. 
The finish may have a small amount of orange peel and could possibly have minor overspray in 

 Restoration Paint by Tom Ames 



 Excessive orange peel, roughness or excessive overspray shall receive an appropriate deduction on 
originality. Judging guidance: The use of enamel may be evident in difficult-to-polish areas such as 
doorjambs, hood gutters and water channels, which will have a bright and unusual shine. Further, the 
paint luster will tend to be the same on all painted surfaces. Enamel has a tendency to build up on edg-
es, in valleys and comers giving the appearance of being dipped or excessively painted. The application 
of clear lacquer tends to create an unrealistic bright luster and depth to the body paint. The luster from 
clear lacquer will also eliminate the patina that is typical of lacquer only paint. The usual application of 
clear lacquer (particularly metallic colors) is not the base coat/clear coat finish being used by today's 
manufacturers. Rather, it involves the addition of clear lacquer into the color coat during the last several 
coats of body color. This technique provides all of the advantages of clear coat but is subtler and more 
difficult to detect than the direct application of clear lacquer over the base coat. The condition of body 
paint appears new, as delivered from the factory. Paint chips, scratches and fading shall receive a de-
duction on condition." From the 1966 Corvette Technical Information Manual & Judging Guide, Third 
Edition. Other manuals will be similar. ed. 

The important thing is for paint to appear as typical factory production, which normally means a small 
amount of fine-grained orange peel, not a perfectly flat mirror gloss. Also it's common to see evidence 
of bonding strip seams, slight mismatch of panels, and unbuffed (semi-gloss) finishes in doorjambs or 
inaccessible areas. 

These cars were buffed when they were built, with- by current standards- very coarse compounds and 
wool pads. This process tended to level the orange peel but not eliminate it all together. Also, there are 
variations in the amount of orange peel depending on the conditions of the particular day the car was 
produced. Things such as temperature, humidity, paint batch or mix, the mood of the paint technician, 
how much time the person buffing spent on the car, or the color itself (how much the texture would show 
due to light vs. dark colors). It's very likely that there were huge variations in appearance from one car to 
the next. This is still very common in today's auto production. It is very difficult to pinpoint an exact tex-
ture or appearance for typical factory production. It helps to spend some time looking at Bowtie cars to 
detemine what an original appearance might be. Bear in mind that most twenty to thirty-year-old original 
finishes have probably been buffed many times and will likely appear somewhat flatter than they did 
originally. 

So how do we create this appearance with today's finishes? There are generally two types of finishes 
used today- the single-stage finish and the basecoat/ clearcoat system. The single-stage system will 
create the most original appearing finish. The clearcoat finish is not impossible to work with but is diffi-
cult to use and avoid an appearance which might be considered "obvious use of clear coat." There are 
ways to utilize clear coat finishes, but they require more attention to detail and creativity. 

In this case we will be discussing the single-stage finish, of which there are numerous variations. Most 
common are acrylic enamel with activator, acrylic urethane, or polyurethane finishes, with polyurethane 
being the toughest most long-lasting finish. The drawback to polyurethane may be the lack of availability 
of formulas for old colors in the new paint systems, and depending on the product, absence of metallic 
formulas or extreme difficulty spraying metallic without significant mottling. Nonmetallic colors are rea-
sonably simple to reproduce. lf the color formula is not available,  it can   be   accurately   reproduced    
with a photo spectrometer . Most paint companies or suppliers have access to the photo spectrometer 
(computer color match system). You will need to supply a piece at least 4" x 6" good quality OEM fin-
ish. A reading can be taken, then entered into a computer database to find an existing color match or 
create an original formula for your color. Before refinishing with one of these formulas, be sure to spray 
a test panel to verify the color. You may need to tint the color (or have it tinted) beyond the formula for 
an accurate match. Once you have a color match, the texture and appearance are just a matter of ex-
perimentation to find the appearance you want. 

 



The fine orange peel texture can normally be achieved by a combination of over reducing the color 
(10-20%,) using a step faster reducer than recommended for the temperature and by modifying spray 
techniques i.e. varying distance from gun to surface, gun speed air pressure, etc. Once you have 
found a combination that achieves the desired look and have sprayed the vehicle, you can finish by col-
or sanding and buffing to complete the look you want. Be careful when buffing urethane or polyure-
thane to observe the manufacturer's recommendation. Most have a buffing window, often not more 
then 24-48 hours. Buffing within the recommended time is usually not difficult, but if you wait too 
long, the finish may become excessively hard and difficult to buff. This is not an impossible situation; 
it just means you'll spend a lot more time. Take some time to research buffing systems beforehand, 
and be prepared. Don't wait until you're finished painting to figure out how you're going to buff. If you 
feel you are not up to the challenge personally, then talk with several shops to find someone willing to 
be creative and find the look you want. Understand though that extra effort or time also requires extra 
expense for the shop. If you want an original appearance in urethane type paint, it may cost more 
initially but save tremendously over the long term. If you plan on keeping a car, the refinish process is 
something you only want to do once. Metallic finishes are a bit more of a challenge and will require 
more creativity. 

The difficulty with metallic finishes lies in the fact that much of the color or appearance comes from the 
metallic particles in the paint. Lacquer finishes are fast drying causing the flakes to be locked into posi-
tion quickly. The fast dry causes fewer problems with flakes collecting together creating mottling or the 
flake sinking too deeply into the finish. Acrylic or urethane systems dry  much slower, allowing a much 
flatter finish, but they also give the flakes time to settle and collect. This requires a different spray tech-
nique to hold the flakes at the surface and lock them in place. Each paint manufacture has recommenda-
tions on how to get the flakes to disperse evenly. Research the system to find its recommendation.  Often 
the acrylic urethanes are easier to work with in metallic finishes. Many paint systems will allow mixing 
clear coat with the last color coat to even out metallic and' challenge and will need more experimenta-
tion. Be sure and try the color on test panels or old parts to get the appearance correct. Metallic colors 
also require more care when color sanding and buffing. If you sand and buff too far, you may penetrate 
the top coat and find a change in color (spotting) in the sand- through areas. 

One other challenge is in the doorjambs or inaccessible areas. In a lacquer system these areas 
are difficult  to buff, therefore left alone during production. These areas will normally have a 
semi- gloss finish. Acrylic or urethane systems will dry with a shiny finish, which would not ap-
pear as "typical of factory production." This is not a difficult problem to overcome. Most systems 
have a flattening compound available which may be added to the finish in varying rates to pro-
duce a semi-gloss finish with a gloss level from shiny to 5-10% gloss level depending on the 
percentage of additives introduced into the product. It is usually easiest to spray these areas 
last using a "soft edge" (some call it back taping) masking technique. Soft edge masking is just 
extending the tape (11/2 to 2-inch tape) past the edge of the panel, then rolling it back and tap-
ing it down to allow the adhesive part of the tape to create the paint edge. This causes a tapered 
or soft edge, which is hardly noticeable or easily compounded so it doesn't show. If this doesn't 
make sense, ask any painter. It is a process easily demonstrated. 

If this seems like too much trouble, remember this is just a way to offer an alternate method. Lac-
quers are already illegal to sell in many states and will likely soon be gone altogether. At some  point  
we will have to find other alternatives. The added benefit for all your trouble is a finish that will out-
last lacquer, hands down. Good luck and remember, don't be afraid to ask questions. Paint 
suppliers have tremendous data- bases available, and paint reps are there to give solutions. If 
you want it, there is a solution to every situation. 

Tom Ames # 9906 
179 Markhaven Drive 
Longview TX 75605 

This article was submitted in furtherance of The Founders' Award. ed. 



2018 
September 20 – 22 / Mid Atlantic Regional – Altoona, Pennsylvania 
September 8 / NW Chapter Terminator Party @ Gary & Kayla Main’s Home - Post Falls, Idaho 

(only 5.5 hours from Seattle) 
September 29 / Chapter judging school – Wilsonville, Oregon (on-line registration)  
October 25 – 28 / Texas Regional – Frisco, TX 
December (tbd) / NW Chapter Holiday Brunch – (location - tbd)  
 

2019 
• February 21-23 / Florida Regional – Lakeland, FL (date has changed) 
• May 16 – 18 / New England Regional – Marlborough, MA. 
• July 13 – 18 / NCRS National Convention (Carolinas Chapter) – Greenville, SC 
September 18 – 20 / Lake Tahoe Regional (Northern California Chapter) – Lake Tahoe, CA 
 
October 24 – 26 / Texas Regional – Frisco, TX 
2020 
July 19 – 24 / NCRS National Convention – French Lick, Indiana 
August 20-24 NW Chapter Regional – Eagle Crest Resort in Redmond, Oregon 
 

(bold items denotes revised information from the previous list) 
Updated on 08-30-2018  
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For Sale & Wanted Items 
 

 

· NOS wiper blades w/inserts for a C5. 

· 1958 hood. 

· 1953-54 tach drive cross gear assembly. 

· Cylinder heads, all singles: 539, 550, 462, 702. 

· 1954 Washington license plate 213-881A in very good condition. 
      Contact Wayne at 206-930-9370 or wloron@comcast.net. 

· Blocks:  548 ;   K246 
·               519 ;   L88, F39, I289,  L79 (never stamped), B91 
·               870 ;  I91, I202, I104 
·               174 ;  J75 
·               618 ; B59 (350) 4 Bolt nickel main caps 
· Heads:  461 X L20, L120 ;  461 (2.02) K133, K93;  461 I84, I104 
· 3 Speed Extension housings:  3787087 E26,  3722946 , '59 Powerglide complete, converter, adapter, 

mount, shifter from #3747  A real Corvette trans. $3500 fresh (call),  
· AFB carbs:  3269S K1, F2, 3720S, 3721 S,SA, SB Many, 3461S, '69 Quadrajet 390HP 4 sp.  7029215  

0079 date  $400,  
· '62  340 HP  329 intake very nice restored.  $700, '64-5 350-365 HP 4461 intake very nice restored.  $500,  
· Distributors, 891 dual point, 985 '62 tach dr. dual point (rebuilt),  
· Dual four sets with intake:  '57-61 245 HP :  '58-61 270 HP 
All parts need rebuilt except as noted —- Gary Hodges,  503.588.3883  
 
Delco Starter  # 1107664 dated 8 G 10  ( July 10, 1958 )  has just been restored by Acme Auto Electric of 
Seattle.  Asking $ 140.   John Paul     johnpaul3@comcast.net   or 206 567 5433  
 
For Sale (Dan Johnson) 

 
•             Radiator Core support - FI cars 1964 & 1965 / GM # 3858963 (NOS) $ 350.00 (OBO) 

•             1965 FI emblems-pair / GM 3857572 (NOS in box) $60.00 (OBO) 

•             1957 FI emblems-pair / GM 3742212 (NOS in box) $70.00(OBO) 

•             1957, 1958 Master cylinder /used original #5456022(small 022) with cap & boot $200 

Wanted (Dan Johnson) 

· 1965 Fuel Injected Roadster-must be very original (any color considered) 
· 1967 Lynndale Blue Roadster-must be very original (any motor considered) 
· 1967 Yellow Roadster-must be very original (427 - any HP considered)  
 
 



For Sale & Wanted Items 
 
 
 
 
1965 Coupe, #194375S107435;  black plate California survivor, rally red over black 327/300 
purchased new at Clippinger Chev Covina Ca.ordered Nov 64, built early 65 and delivered Jan 
30 1965, 4speed, 3.36:1 posi, am/fm Pwr windows, pwr brakes, soft ray glass, F40 suspen-
sion, KH knock offs, all 5 includes date coded spare, both options believed to be dealer in-
stalled. new N11 exhaust all matching numbers, very good interior and weathered paint, docu-
ments inc protecto plate, dealer order form etc. 3rd owner offering for $52,000.00 or offers. 
NCRS #4410 Russ Newcomer 503 453 5804 Canby Oregon 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4944 Bering St. NW 
Gig Harbor, WA. 98332 

N o r t h w e s t  C h a p t e r  
 
N a t i o n a l  C o r v e t t e  
R e s t o r e r s  S o c i e t y  
 

Great Cars and Great People 

 


